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Containing political, historical, geographical, scientifical, statistical, economical, and
biographical documents, essays and facts: together with notices of the arts and manu
factures, and a record of the events of the times.
The objective of this book is to assist scientists and engineers select the ideal material
or manufacturing process for particular applications; these could cover a wide range of
fields, from light-weight structures to electronic hardware. The book will help in problem
solving as it also presents more than 100 case studies and failure investigations from
the space sector that can, by analogy, be applied to other industries. Difficult-to-find
material data is included for reference. The sciences of metallic (primarily) and organic
materials presented throughout the book demonstrate how they can be applied as an
integral part of spacecraft product assurance schemes, which involve quality, material
and processes evaluations, and the selection of mechanical and component parts. In
this successor edition, which has been revised and updated, engineering problems
associated with critical spacecraft hardware and the space environment are highlighted
by over 500 illustrations including micrographs and fractographs. Space hardware
captured by astronauts and returned to Earth from long durations in space are
examined. Information detailed in the Handbook is applicable to general terrestrial
applications including consumer electronics as well as high reliability systems
associated with aeronautics, medical equipment and ground transportation. This
Handbook is also directed to those involved in maximizing the relia bility of new
materials and processes for space technology and space engineering. It will be
invaluable to engineers concerned with the construction of advanced structures or
mechanical and electronic sub-systems.
Biofuels are one of the most sustainable options when it comes to renewable energy
sources to replace fossil fuels. Biotechnological processes, such as microbial
fermentation, are used to produce energy from waste biomass by converting organic
substrates into biofuels. This book discusses practices to improve and enrich various
microbial communities in order to enhance sustainable and economical biofuel
production. It also evaluates various strategies to develop potential microorganisms and
microbial consortia to produce highly efficient biofuels at a relatively low cost.
Astronomy and Astrophysics Abstracts aims to present a comprehensive documen
tation of the literature concerning all aspects of astronomy, astrophysics, and their
border fields. It is devoted to the recording, summarizing, and indexing of the relevant
publications throughout the world. Astronomy and Astrophysics Abstracts is prepared
by a special department of the Astronomisches Rechen-Institut under the auspices of
the International Astronomical Union. Volume 33 records literature published in 1983
and received before August 1, 1983. Some older documents which we received late
and which are not surveyed in earlier volumes are included too. We acknowledge with
thanks contributions of our colleagues all over the world. We also express our gratitude
to all organizations, observatories, and publishers which provide us with complimentary
copies of their publications. Starting with Volume 33, all the recording, correction, and
data processing work was done by means of computers. The recording was done by
our technical staff members Ms. Helga Ballmann, Ms. Mona El-Choura, Ms. Monika
Kohl, and Ms. Sylvia Matyssek. Mr. Martin Schlotelburg and Mr. Ulrich Uberall
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supported our task by careful proofreading. It is a pleasure to thank them all for their
encouragement. Heidelberg, September 1983 The Editors Contents Introduction . . . . . .
. . . . . . 1 Concordance Relation: ICSU-AB-AAA 3 Abbreviations 10 Periodicals,
Proceedings, Books, Activities 001 Periodicals . . . . . . . . . . . 15 002 Bibliographical
Publications, Documentation, Catalogues, Atlases 47 003 Books ...... . 51 004 History
of Astronomy 58 005 Biography . . 64 006 Personal Notes 65 007 Obituaries . . .
Surveys the various techniques that can be used to evaluate students' learning,
including summative, diagnostic, and formative approaches and the assessment of
specific skills
Ensuring confident development of all the crucial skills central to IB assessment, this
focused study-tool comprehensively addresses all the assessment areas of the 2008
syllabus at SL and HL. Including a full section on source analysis and packed with
examiner guidance and strategies for tackling assessment tasks, this book supports
exceptional achievement. ·Develop all the core skills - activities and exercises around
note-taking, effective reading, referencing and working with sources - all in an exam
context - will strengthen students' potential ·Relate skills-development to assessment so students know how to apply their learning and fully demonstrate their skills in exams
·Support students with the extended essay - a dedicated chapter includes skills-based
practice on essay writing, refining research, collating evidence, source evaluation,
guidance on IB marking criteria and more ·Cover each part of the IA in detail - support
for introduction, summary of evidence, evaluation of sources, ana
The most comprehensive match to the new 2014 Chemistry syllabus, this completely revised
edition gives you unrivalled support for the new concept-based approach, the Nature of
science. The only DP Chemistry resource that includes support directly from the IB, focused
exam practice, TOK links and real-life applications drive achievement.
Hardcover plus DVD
This book deals with the Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) a widely used atomic
emission spectroscopy technique for elemental analysis of materials. It is based on the use of
a high-power, short pulse laser excitation. The book is divided into two main sections: the first
one concerning theoretical aspects of the technique, the second one describing the state of the
art in applications of the technique in different scientific/technological areas. Numerous
examples of state of the art applications provide the readers an almost complete scenario of
the LIBS technique. The LIBS theoretical aspects are reviewed. The book helps the readers
who are less familiar with the technique to understand the basic principles. Numerous
examples of state of the art applications give an almost complete scenario of the LIBS
technique potentiality. These examples of applications may have a strong impact on future
industrial utilization. The authors made important contributions to the development of this field.
Clean energy and fuel storage are often required for both stationary and automotive
applications. Some of these clean energy and fuel storage technologies currently under
extensive research and development include hydrogen storage, direct electric storage,
mechanical energy storage, solar–thermal energy storage, electrochemical (batteries and
supercapacitors), and thermochemical storage. The gravimetric and volumetric storage
capacity, energy storage density, power output, operating temperature and pressure, cycle life,
recyclability, and cost of clean energy or fuel storage are some of the factors that govern
efficient energy and fuel storage technologies for potential deployment in energy harvesting
(solar and wind farms) stations and onboard vehicular transportation. This Special Issue thus
serves the need for promoting exploratory research and development on clean energy and fuel
storage technologies while addressing their challenges to practical and sustainable
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infrastructures.
The CEFR Companion volume broadens the scope of language education. It reflects academic
and societal developments since the publication of the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages (CEFR) and updates the 2001 version. It owes much to the
contributions of members of the language teaching profession across Europe and beyond. This
volume contains: ? an explanation of the key aspects of the CEFR for teaching and learning; ?
a complete set of updated CEFR descriptors that replaces the 2001 set with: - modalityinclusive and gender-neutral descriptors; - added detail on listening and reading; - a new
Pre–A1 level, plus enriched description at A1 and C levels; - a replacement scale for
phonological competence; - new scales for mediation, online interaction and
plurilingual/pluricultural competence; - new scales for sign language competence; ? a short
report on the four-year development, validation and consultation processes. The CEFR
Companion volume represents another step in a process of engagement with language
education that has been pursued by the Council of Europe since 1971 and which seeks to: ?
promote and support the learning and teaching of modern languages; ? enhance intercultural
dialogue, and thus mutual understanding, social cohesion and democracy; ? protect linguistic
and cultural diversity in Europe; and ? promote the right to quality education for all.
This book provides an overview of the coordination of various requirements for coastal-zone
use, offering examples and best practice. Although it focuses on European coastal zones, it
also considers global and historical developments. Questions at the end of each chapter
enable readers to test their understanding.

Edible insects have always been a part of human diets, but in some societies
there remains a degree of disdain and disgust for their consumption. Insects offer
a significant opportunity to merge traditional knowledge and modern science to
improve human food security worldwide. This publication describes the
contribution of insects to food security and examines future prospects for raising
insects at a commercial scale to improve food and feed production, diversify
diets, and support livelihoods in both developing and developed countries. Edible
insects are a promising alternative to the conventional production of meat, either
for direct human consumption or for indirect use as feedstock. This publication
will boost awareness of the many valuable roles that insects play in sustaining
nature and human life, and it will stimulate debate on the expansion of the use of
insects as food and feed.
At the beginning of the 21st century, Antarctica is poised at the edge of a warmer
and busier world. Leading Antarctic researchers examine the needs and
challenges of Antarctic environmental management today and tomorrow.
Through: (i) investigating the impacts of human activities on specific ecosystems
and species, (ii) examining existing environmental management and monitoring
practices in place in various regions and (iii) interrogating stakeholders, they
address the following questions: What future will Business-As-Usual bring to the
Antarctic environment? Will a Business-As-Usual future be compatible with the
objectives set out under the Antarctic Treaty, especially its Protocol on
Environmental Protection? What actions are necessary to bring about alternative
futures for the next 50 years? This volume is an outcome of the International
Polar Year (2007-2009) Oslo Science Conference (8-12, June, 2010).
Advances in Hydroscience, Volume 14-1986 covers topics on the frontiers of
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hydroscience, including urban hydrology, remote sensing, sewer hydraulics, and
computational hydraulics. The book presents articles on state-of-the-art theory
and practice in sewer hydraulics and the passive microwave remote sensing of
soil moisture. An article on the numerical modeling of unsteady open-channel
flow is also encompassed. Hydraulic engineers, hydrologists, earth scientists,
agricultural engineers, soil scientists, environmental engineers, and urban
designers and planners will find the text invaluable.
Rock Engineering and Rock Mechanics: Structures in and on Rock Masses
covers the most important topics and state-of-the-art in the area of rock
mechanics, with an emphasis on structures in and on rock masses. The 255
contributions (including 6 keynote lectures) from the 2014 ISRM European Rock
Mechanics Symposium (EUROCK 2014, Vigo, Spain, 27-29 Ma
Approaching the issues of climate change and climate justice from a range of
diverse perspectives including those of culture, gender, indigeneity, race, and
sexuality, as well as challenging colonial histories and capitalist presents, Climate
Futures boldly addresses the apparent inevitability of climate chaos. Seeking
better explanations of the underlying causes and consequences of climate
change, and mapping strategies toward a better future, or at a minimum, the
most likely best-case world that we can get to, this book envisions planetary
social movements robust enough to spark the necessary changes needed to
achieve deeply sustainable and just economic, social, and political policies and
practices. Bringing together insights from interdisciplinary scholars, policymakers,
creatives and activists, Climate Futures argues for the need to get past us-andthem divides and acknowledge how lives of creatures far and near, human and
non-human, are interconnected.
The two-volume Emergency Medical Services: Clinical Practice and Systems
Oversight delivers a thorough foundation upon which to succeed as an EMS
medical director and prepare for the NAEMSP National EMS Medical Directors
Course and Practicum. Focusing on EMS in the ‘real world’, the book offers
specific management tools that will be useful in the reader’s own local EMS
system and provides contextual understanding of how EMS functions within the
broader emergency care system at a state, local, and national level. The two
volumes offer the core knowledge trainees will need to successfully complete
their training and begin their career as EMS physicians, regardless of the EMS
systems in use in their areas. A companion website rounds out the book’s
offerings with audio and video clips of EMS best practice in action. Readers will
also benefit from the inclusion of: A thorough introduction to the history of EMS
An exploration of EMS airway management, including procedures and
challenges, as well as how to manage ventilation, oxygenation, and breathing in
patients, including cases of respiratory distress Practical discussions of medical
problems, including the challenges posed by the undifferentiated patient, altered
mental status, cardiac arrest and dysrhythmias, seizures, stroke, and allergic
reactions An examination of EMS systems, structure, and leadership
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As modern technologies continue to develop and evolve, the ability of users to interface
with new systems becomes a paramount concern. Research into new ways for humans
to make use of advanced computers and other such technologies is necessary to fully
realize the potential of twenty-first-century tools. Innovative Methods, User-Friendly
Tools, Coding, and Design Approaches in People-Oriented Programming is a critical
scholarly resource that examines development and customization user interfaces for
advanced technologies and how these interfaces can facilitate new developments in
various fields. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as role-based
modeling, end-user composition, and wearable computing, this book is a vital reference
source for programmers, developers, students, and educators seeking current research
on the enhancement of user-centric information system development.
This book contains the proceedings of the International Symposium on Alternative and
Advanced Automotive Engines, held in Vancouver, B.C., on August 11 and 12, 1986.
The symposium was sponsored by EXPO 86 and The University of British Columbia,
and was part of the specialized periods program of EXPO 86, the 1986 world's fair held
in Vancouver. Some 80 attendees were drawn from 11 countries, representing the
academic, auto motive and large engine communities. The purpose of the symposium
was to provide a critical review of the major alternatives to the internal combustion
engine. The scope of the symposium was limited to consideration of combustion
engines, so that electric power, for example, was not considered. This was not a reflec
tion on the possible contribution which electric propulsion may make in the future, but
rather an attempt to focus the proceedings more sharply than if all possible propulsion
systems had been considered. In this way all of the contributors were able to participate
in the sometimes lively discussion sessions following the presentation of each paper.
Globalization entails the world becoming a smaller place through political, socio-cultural
and economic processes. These processes have salient implications for tourism, and
tourism itself is one of the driving forces behind globalization. This book is a collection
of conceptual treatises by international scholars about the dynamics and reach of
globalization and its relationships with tourism. It anatomizes and deconstructs the
global forces, processes and challenges that face the world of tourism. It is international
in scope, encyclopedic in its conceptual depth, empirically evocative, and contemporary
in its coverage.
Bad experiences with construction quality, the energy crises of 1973 and
1979,complaints about `sick buildings?, thermal, acoustical, visual and olfactory
discomfort, the need for good air quality, the move towards more sustainability ? all
these have accelerated the development of a field that, for a long time, was hardly more
than an academic exercise: building physics. The discipline embraces domains such as
heat and mass transfer, building acoustics, lighting, indoor environmental quality and
energy efficiency. In some countries, fire safety is also included. Through the
application of physical knowledge and its combination with information coming from
other disciplines, the field helps to understand the physical phenomena governing
building parts, building envelope, whole building and built environment performance,
although for the last the wording `urban physics? is used. Building physics has a real
impact on performance-based building design. This volume on `Applied Building
Physics? discusses the heat, air and moisture performance metrics that affect building
design, construction and retrofitting.
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Today it is known that the atomic nuclei are composed of smaller constituents, the
quarks. A quark is always bound with two other quarks, forming a baryon or with an
antiquark, forming a meson. The quark model was first postulated in 1964 by Murray
Gell-Mann — who coined the name “quark” from James Joyce's novel Finnegans Wake
— and by George Zweig, who then worked at CERN. In the present theory of strong
interactions — Quantum Chromodynamics proposed by H Fritzsch and Gell-Mann in
1972 — the forces that bind the quarks together are due to the exchange of eight
gluons. On the 50th anniversary of the quark model, this invaluable volume looks back
at the developments and achievements in the elementary particle physics that
eventuated from that beautiful model. Written by an international team of distinguished
physicists, each of whom have made major developments in the field, the volume
provides an essential overview of the present state to the academics and researchers.
Contents:A Schematic Model of Baryons and Mesons (M Gell-Mann)Quarks (M GellMann)Concrete Quarks (G Zweig)On the Way from Sakatons to Quarks (L B Okun)My
Life with Quarks (S L Glashow)Quarks and the Bootstrap Era (D Horn)From
Symmetries to Quarks and Beyond (S Meshkov)How I Got to Work with Feynman on
the Covariant Quark Model (F Ravndal)What is a Quark? (G L Kane & M J
Perry)Insights and Puzzles in Particle Physics (H Leutwyler)Quarks and QCD (H
Fritzsch)The Discovery of Gluon (J Ellis)Discovery of the Gluon (S L Wu)The Parton
Model and Its Applications (T M Yan & S D Drell)From Old Symmetries to New
Symmetries: Quark, Leptons and B — L (R N Mohapatra)Quark Mass Hierarchy and
Flavor Mixing Puzzles (Z-Z Xing)Analytical Determination of the QCD Quark Masses (C
Dominquez)CP Violation in Six Quarks Scheme — Legacy of Sakata Model (M
Kobayashi)The Constituent-Quark Model — Nowadays (W Plessas)From ?- to ?b,
Doubly Heavy Baryons and Exotics (M Karliner)Quark Elastic Scattering as a Source of
High Transverse Momentum Mesons (R Field)Exclusive Processes and the
Fundamental Structure of Hadrons (S J Brodsky)Quark-Gluon Soup — The Perfectly
Liquid Phase of QCD (U Heinz)Quarks and Anomalies (R J Crewther)Lessons from
Supersymmetry: "Instead-of-Confinement" Mechanism (M Shifman & A Yung)Quarks
and a Unified Theory of Nature Fundamental Forces (I Antoniadis)SU(8) Family
Unification with Boson-Fermion Balance (S L Adler) Readership: Academics and
researchers interested in elementary particle physics.
Keywords:Quark;Gluon;Baryon;Meson;Hadron;Elementary Particles;QCD
Providing a comprehensive survey of cutting edge scholarship in the field of
German--Indian and South Asian Studies, the book looks at the history of
German--Indian relations in the spheres of culture, politics, and intellectual life.
Combining transnational, post-colonial, and comparative approaches, it includes the
entire twentieth century, from the First World War and Weimar Republic to the Third
Reich and Cold War era. The book first examines the ways in which nineteenth-century
"Indomania" figured in the creation of both German national identity and modern
German scholarship on the Orient, and it illustrates how German encounters with India
in the Imperial era alternately destabilized and reinforced the orientalist, capitalist, and
nationalist underpinnings of German modernity. Contributors discuss the full range of
German responses to India, and South Asian perceptions of Germany against the
backdrop of war and socio-political revolution, as well as the Third Reich's ambivalent
perceptions of India in the context of racism, religion, and occultism. The book
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concludes by exploring German--Indian relations in the era of decolonization and the
Cold War. Employing a diverse array of interdisciplinary approaches to understanding
German--Indian encounters over the past two centuries, this book is of interest to
students and scholars of Germany, India, Europe, and Asia, as well as history, political
science, anthropology, philosophy, comparative literature, and religious studies.
After more than three decades of economic malaise, many African countries are experiencing
an upsurge in their economic fortunes linked to the booming international market for minerals.
Spurred by the shrinking viability of peasant agriculture, rural dwellers have been engaged in a
massive search for alternative livelihoods, one of the most lucrative being artisanal mining.
While an expanding literature has documented the economic expansion of artisanal mining,
this book is the first to probe its societal impact, demonstrating that artisanal mining has the
potential to be far more democratic and emancipating than preceding modes. Delineating the
paradoxes of artisanal miners working alongside the expansion of large-scale mining
investment in Africa, Mining and Social Transformation in Africa concentrates on the
Tanzanian experience. Written by authors with fresh research insights, focus is placed on how
artisanal mining is configured in relation to local, regional and national mining investments and
social class differentiation. The work lives and associated lifestyles of miners and residents of
mining settlements are brought to the fore, asking where this historical interlude is taking them
and their communities in the future. The question of value transfers out of the artisanal mining
sector, value capture by elites and changing configurations of gender, age and class
differentiation, all arise.
This handbook is one of the first comprehensive research and teaching tools for the developing
area of global media ethics. The advent of new media that is global in reach and impact has
created the need for a journalism ethics that is global in principles and aims. For many
scholars, teachers and journalists, the existing journalism ethics, e.g. existing codes of ethics,
is too parochial and national. It fails to provide adequate normative guidance for a media that is
digital, global and practiced by professional and citizen. A global media ethics is being
constructed to define what responsible public journalism means for a new global media era.
Currently, scholars write texts and codes for global media, teach global media ethics, analyse
how global issues should be covered, and gather together at conferences, round tables and
meetings. However, the field lacks an authoritative handbook that presents the views of
leading thinkers on the most important issues for global media ethics. This handbook is a
milestone in the field, and a major contribution to media ethics.
Materials science and engineering are strongly developing tools with increasing impact in the
biotechnological and biomedical areas. Interestingly, research in molecular and cellular biology
is often at the core of the design and development of materials-based approaches, providing
biological rationale. Focused on research relying on biology–materials interaction, IJMS
launched a Special Issue named “Cells and Materials for Disease Modeling and Regenerative
Medicine”. The aim of the Special Issue was to generate a compilation of in vitro and in vivo
strategies based on cell–material interactions. This book compiles the papers published in that
Special Issue and includes a selection of six original scientific experimental articles and six
comprehensive reviews. We are convinced that this collection of articles shows representative
examples of the state of the art in the field, unveiling the relevance of materials research in
generating new regenerative medicine and disease modeling approaches.
This completely new title is written to specifically cover the new IB Diploma Mathematical
Studies syllabus. The significance of mathematics for practical applications is a prominent
theme throughout this coursebook, supported with Theory of Knowledge, internationalism and
application links to encourage an appreciation of the broader contexts of mathematics.
Mathematical modelling is also a key feature. GDC tips are integrated throughout, with a
dedicated GDC chapter for those needing more support. Exam hints and IB exam-style
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questions are provided within each chapter; sample exam papers (online) can be tackled in
exam-style conditions for further exam preparation. Guidance and support for the internal
assessment is also available, providing advice on good practice when writing the project.
This title forms part of the completely new Mathematics for the IB Diploma series. This highly
illustrated book covers topic 9 of the IB Diploma Higher Level Mathematics syllabus, the
optional topic Calculus. It is also for use with the further mathematics course. Based on the
new group 5 aims, the progressive approach encourages cumulative learning. Features
include: a dedicated chapter exclusively for mixed examination practice; plenty of worked
examples; questions colour-coded according to grade; exam-style questions; feature boxes
throughout of exam hints and tips.
An ideal reference guide to introducing the IB Diploma in your school.
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